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A ten-years “independence” anniversary of the Republic of Kosovo that was celebrated by

Kosovo’s Albanians on February 17th, 2018 again opened a question of the NATO’s military
intervention against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (the FRY) in March−June 1999 as a
foundation for Kosovo’s secession from Serbia and its unilateral proclamation of a quasi-

independence  on  February  17th,  2008.  Nevertheless,  Kosovo  became  the  first  and  only
European state up today that is ruled by the terroristic warlords, coming in this case from
the (Albanian) Kosovo Liberation Army (the KLA).

The aim of this article is to investigate the nature of the NATO’s war on Yugoslavia in 1999
which  has  as  a  final  outcome  the  creation  of  the  first  terroristic  state  in  Europe  –  the
Republic  of  Kosovo.

Terrorism and Kosovo independence

The KLA terrorists with a support by the US’ and the EU’s administrations launched a full
scale of violence in December 1998 for the only purpose to provoke the NATO’s military
intervention against the FRY as a precondition for Kosovo secession from Serbia hopefully
followed by internationally recognized independence. In order to finally resolve the “Kosovo
Question”  in  the  favor  of  the  Albanians,  the  US’  Clinton’s  administration  brought  two
confronting sides to formally negotiate in the French castle of Rambouillet in France in
February  1999  but,  in  fact,  to  impose  an  ultimatum to  Serbia  in  order  to  accept  de
facto secession of Kosovo. From the formal point of view, the Rambouillet ultimatum de
iure 1) recognized Serbia’s territorial integrity, 2) the disarmament of terroristic KLA, and 3)
did not mention Kosovo independence from Serbia. However, these crucial conditions of the
final agreement were, in essence, highly favorable to the KLA and its secessionist project in
the favor of independent Kosovo and, therefore, Serbia rejected them. The US’s answer was
a military action led by the NATO as a “humanitarian intervention” in order to directly

support Kosovo’s Albanian separatism. Subsequently, on March 24th, 1999 the NATO started

its military operation against the FRY which lasted till June 10th 1999. Why the Security
Council of the UN was not asked for the approval of the operation is clear from the following
explanation:

“Knowing  that  Russia  would  veto  any  effort  to  get  UN  backing  for  military  action,  NATO
launched  air  strikes  against  Serbian  forces  in  1999,  effectually  supporting  the  Kosovar
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Albanian  rebels”.[1]

The  crucial  feature  of  this  operation  was  a  barbarian,  coercive,  inhuman,
illegal, and above all merciless bombing of Serbia for almost three months. The
NATO’s military intervention against the FRY – Operation Allied Force – was
propagated by its proponents as a purely humanitarian operation, but it is
recognized by many scholars that the US and its client states had mainly
political and geostrategic aims that led them to this military action.

The legitimacy of the intervention of the brutal  coercive bombing of both military and
civilian targets in Kosovo’s province and in the rest of Serbia and Montenegro became
immediately controversial as the Security Council of the UN did not authorize the action.
Surely, the action was illegal, according to the international law, but it was formally justified
by the US’ administration and the NATO’s spokesman as a legitimate for the reason that it
was unavoidable as all  diplomatic options were exhausted to stop the war. However, a
continuation of the military conflict in Kosovo between the KLA and Serbia’s state security
forces  would  threaten  to  produce  a  humanitarian  catastrophe  and  generate  political
instability in the region of the Balkans. Therefore, “in the context of fears about the ‘ethnic
cleansing’ of the Albanian population, a campaign of air strikes, conducted by US-led NATO
forces”[2]  was  executed  with  a  final  result  of  the  withdrawal  of  Serbia’s  forces  and
administration from the province: that was exactly the main requirement of the Rambouillet
ultimatum.

A Serbian civil train, bombarded by NATO aviation at Grdelica bridge on Apr 12, 1999. At least 15
passengers were burnt alive.

It is of the crucial importance to stress at least five facts in order to properly understand the
nature and aims of the NATO’s military intervention against Serbia and Montenegro in 1999:

Only the Serbian targets were bombed while the KLA was allowed and even fully
sponsored to continue its terroristic activities either against Serbia’s security
forces or the Serbian and Montenegrin civilians.
The ethnic cleansing of the Albanians by the Serbian security forces was only a
potential action (in fact, only in the case of direct NATO’s military action against
the FRY) but not a real fact as a reason for the NATO to start coercive bombing
of the FRY.
The NATO’s claim that the Serbian security forces killed up to 100.000 Albanian
civilians during the Kosovo War of 1998−1999 was a pure propaganda lie as
after the war there were found only 3.000 bodies of all nationalities in Kosovo.
The bombing of the FRY was promoted as the “humanitarian intervention”, what
means  as  legitimate  and  defensible  action,  that  scholarly  should
mean “…military intervention that is carried out in pursuit of humanitarian rather
than  strategic  objectives”.[3]  However,  today  it  is  quite  clear  that  the
intervention  had  political  and  geostrategic  ultimate  objectives  but  not  the
humanitarian one.
The  NATO’s  military  intervention  in  1999  was  a  direct  violation  of  the  UN
principles of international conduct as it is said in the UN’s Charter that:

“All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force
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against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations”.[4]

What  happened  in  Kosovo  when  the  NATO  started  its  military  campaign  was  quite
expectable and above all wishful by the US’ administration and the KLA’s leaders: Serbia
made a much stronger military assault on the KLA and the ethnic Albanians who supported
it. As a consequence, there was a significant increase in the number of the refugees – up to
800.000 according to  the  CIA’s  and the  UN’s  sources.  Hence,  the  US’s  administration
presented all of these refugees as the victims of the Serb-led policy of alleged systematic
and  well-organized  ethnic  cleansing  (“false  flag”  Horseshoe  Operation)  regardless  of  the
facts  that:

An overwhelming majority of them were not the real refugees but rather “TV
refugees” for the Western mass media.
Many of  them were simply  escaping from the consequences of  the NATO’s
merciless bombing.
Just  part  of  the refugees has been the real  victims of  the Serbian “bloody
revenge”  policy  for  the  NATO’s  destruction  of  Serbia  (but  not  too  much of
Montenegro).
One part of the Albanian “refugees” or “displaced persons” simply used the
opportunity of the war to legally reach some of the Western countries (primarily
Germany and Switzerland).

Nevertheless,  the  final  result  of  the  NATO’s  sortie  campaign against  the  FRY was that  the
Security  Council  of  UN  formally  authorized  the  NATO’s  (under  the  official  name  of
KFOR)[5] ground troops to occupy Kosovo and give to the KLA free hands to continue and
finish  with  the  ethnic  cleansing  of  the  province  from  all  non-Albanians.  That  was  the
beginning of the making of Kosovo’s “independence” which was formally proclaimed by

Kosovo’s Parliament (without national referenda) on February 17th, 2008 and immediately
recognized by the most important Western countries.[6] Kosovo, therefore, became the first
legalized European mafia state.[7] Nevertheless, in addition, the EU’s and the US’s policies
to rebuild peace on the territory of ex-Yugoslavia did not manage to deal successfully with
probably the main and most serious challenge to their proclaimed task to re-establish the
regional stability and security: al-Qaeda linked terrorism, especially in Bosnia-Herzegovina
but also in Kosovo.[8]

Ethnic map of Socialist Yugoslavia according to 1981 census.

Dilemmas

According  to  the  NATO’s  sources,  there  were  two  objectives  of  the  alliance’s  military
intervention against the FRY in March−June 1999:

To force Slobodan Milosevic, a President of Serbia, to accept a political plan for1.
the autonomy status of Kosovo (designed by the US’ administration).
To prevent (alleged) ethnic cleansing of the Albanians by Serbia’s authorities and2.
their armed forces.

However, while the political objective was in principle achieved, the humanitarian one was
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with quite opposite results. By bombing the FRY in the three airstrikes phases the NATO
succeeded to force S. Milosevic to sign political-military capitulation in Kumanovo on June

9th, 1999, to handle Kosovo to the NATO’s administration and practically to authorize the
KLA’s-led Islamic terror against the Christian Serbs.[9] A direct outcome of the operation
was surely negative as the NATO’s sorties caused approximately 3000 killed Serbian military
and civilians in addition to an unknown number of killed ethnic Albanians. An indirect impact
of the operation cost a number of the ethnic Albanian killed civilians followed by a massive
refugee flows of Kosovo’s Albanians[10] as it provoked the Serbian police and the Yugoslav
army to attack. We cannot forget that a greatest scale of war crimes against the Albanian
civilians in Kosovo during the NATO’s bombing of the FRY was most probably, according to
some research investigations, committed by the refugee Serbs from Croatia’s region of
Krayina (the self-proclaimed “Republic of Serbian Krayina” from 1991 to 1995), who were
after August 1995 in the uniforms of the regular police forces of Serbia as a matter of
revenge for the terrible Albanian atrocities committed in the Krayina region in Croatia only
several years ago against the Serb civilians[11] when many of Kosovo Albanians fought the
Serbs in the Croatian uniforms.

The fundamental dilemma is why the NATO directly supported the KLA – an organization
that was previously clearly called as a “terrorist” by many Western Governments including
and the US’s one? It was known that a KLA’s warfare of partisan strategy[12] was based only
on direct provoking of Serbia’s security forces to respond by attacking the KLA’s posts with
an unavoidable number of civilian casualties. However, these Albanian civilian victims were
not understood by the NATO’s authorities as a “collateral damage” but rather as the victims
of deliberate ethnic cleansing. Nevertheless, all civilian victims of the NATO’s bombing in
1999 were presented by the NATO’s authorities exactly as a “collateral damage” of the
NATO’s “just war”[13] against the “oppressive regime” in Belgrade.

Here we will present the basic (academic) principles of a “just war”:

Last resort – All diplomatic options are exhausted before the force is used.1.
Just  cause – The ultimate purpose of  use of  force is  to self-defend its  own2.
territory or people from military attack by the others.
Legitimate authority  –  To imply  the legitimate constituted Government  of  a3.
sovereign state, but not by some private (individual) or group (organization).
Right intention – The use of force, or war, had to be prosecuted for the morally4.
acceptable  reasons,  but  not  based  on  revenge  or  the  intention  to  inflict  the
damage.
A reasonable prospect of success – The use of force should not be activated in5.
some hopeless cause, in which the human lives are exposed for no real benefits.
Proportionality – The military intervention has to have more benefits than losses.6.
Discrimination – The use of force must be directed only at the purely military7.
targets as the civilians are considered to be innocent.
Proportionality – The used force has to be no greater than it is needed to achieve8.
morally acceptable aims and must not be greater than the provoking cause.
Humanity  –  The  use  of  force  cannot  be  directed  ever  against  the  enemy9.
personnel if they are captured (the prisoners of war) or wounded.[14]

If  we analyze the NATO’s military campaign in 1999 in regard to the basic (academic)
principles of the “just war”, the fundamental conclusions are:
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The US’s administration in 1999 did not apply any real diplomatic effort to settle1.
the Kosovo crisis as Washington simply gave the political-military ultimatum in
Rambouillet only to one side (Serbia) to either accept or not in full required
blackmails: 1) To withdraw all Serbian military and police forces from Kosovo; 2)
To give Kosovo administration to the NATO’s troops; and 3) To allow the NATO’s
troops to use a whole territory of Serbia for the transit purpose. In the other
words, the basic point of the US’s ultimatum to Belgrade was that Serbia will
voluntarily become a US’s colony but without Kosovo province. Even the US’s
President at that time – Bill Clinton, confirmed that S. Milosevic’s rejection of the
Rambouillet ultimatum was an understandable and logical decision. It can be
said that Serbia in 1999 did the same as the Kingdom of Serbia did in July 1914
by  rejecting  the  Austro-Hungarian  ultimatum  which  was  also  absurd  and
abusive.[15]
This principle was absolutely misused by the NATO’s administration as no one2.
NATO’s country was attacked or occupied by the FRY. In Kosovo at that time, it
was a classic anti-terroristic war launched by the state authorities against the
illegal  separatist  movement but  fully  sponsored in  this  case by neighboring
Albania and the NATO.[16] In other words, the second principle of the “just war”
can be only applied to the anti-terroristic operations by the state authorities of
Serbia in Kosovo province against the KLA rather than to the NATO’s military
intervention against the FRY.
The Legitimate authority principle in the Kosovo conflict case of 1998−1999 can3.
be applied only to Serbia and her legitimate state institutions and authority
which were recognized as legitimate by the international community and above
all by the UN.
The  morally  acceptable  reasons  officially  used  by  the  NATO’s  authorities  to4.
justify its own military action against the FRY in 1999 were quite unclear and
above all unproven and misused for the very political and geostrategic purposes
in the coming future. Today we know that the NATO’s military campaign was not
based on the morally proved claims to stop a mass expulsion of the ethnic
Albanians from their homes in Kosovo as a mass number of displaced persons
appeared during the NATO’s military intervention but not before.
The consequences of the fifth principle were selectively applied as only Kosovo’s5.
Albanians benefited from both short- and long-term perspectives by the NATO’s
military engagement in the Balkans in 1999.
The sixth principle also became practically applied only to Kosovo’s Albanians6.
what  was,  in  fact,  and  the  ultimate  task  of  the  US’  and  the  NATO’s
administrations. In other words, the benefits of the action were overwhelmingly
single-sided. However, from the long-term geostrategic and political aspects, the
action was very profitable with a minimum loses for the Western military alliance
during the campaign.
The practical consequences of the seventh principle became mostly criticized as7.
the  NATO  obviously  did  not  make  any  difference  between  the  military  and
civilian targets. Moreover, the NATO’s alliance deliberately bombed much more
civilian objects and non-combat citizens than the military objects and personnel.
However, all civilian victims of the bombing of all nationalities became simply
presented by the NATO’s authority as an unavoidable “collateral damage” but, in
fact,  it  was  a  clear  violation  of  the  international  law and one of  the  basic
principles of the concept of a “just war”.
The eighth principle of a “just war” surely was not respected by the NATO as the8.
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used force was much higher as needed to achieve proclaimed tasks and above
all  was  much  stronger  than  the  opposite  side  had.  However,  the  morally
acceptable aims of the Western policymakers were based on the wrong and
deliberately misused “facts” in regard to the ethnic Albanian victims of  the
Kosovo War in 1998−1999 as it was primarily with the “false flag” case of “brutal
massacre  of  forty-five  civilians  in  the  Kosovo  village  of  Racak  in  January
1999”[17]. This case, however, became a formal pretext (casus belli) for the
NATO’s  intervention.  Nevertheless,  it  is  known  today  that  those  Albanian
“brutally massacred civilians” were, in fact, the members of the KLA killed during
the regular fight but not executed by Serbia’s security forces.[18]
Only the last principle of a “just war” was respected by the NATO but for the very9.
reason that there were no captured soldiers from the opponent side. The Serbian
authorities also respected this principle as all two NATO’s captured pilots were
treated as the prisoners of war according to the international standards and even
were free very soon after the imprisonment.[19]

Conclusions

The  crucial  conclusions  of  the  article  after  the  investigation  of  the  nature  of  NATO’s
“humanitarian” military intervention in Kosovo in 1999 are:

The NATO’s military intervention against  the FRY during the Kosovo War in1.
1998−1999 was done primarily for the political and geostrategic purposes.
A declarative “humanitarian” nature of the operation just served as a formal2.
moral framework of the realization of the genuine goals of the post-Cold War
US’s policy at the Balkans which foundations were laid down by the Dayton
Accords in November 1995.
The US’s administration of Bill Clinton used the terrorist KLA for pressing and3.
blackmailing the Serbian Government to accept the ultimatum by Washington to
transform Serbia into the US’s military, а political and economic colony with a
NATO’s membership in the future for the exchange of formal preservation of
Serbia’s territorial integrity.
The Western Governments originally labeled the KLA as a “terrorist organization”4.
what should mean that its guerrilla-combat strategy of direct provoking Serbia’s
security  forces  was  morally  unacceptable  and  would  not  result  in  either
diplomatic or military support.
During the Kosovo War in 1998−1999, the KLA basically served as the NATO’s5.
ground forces in Kosovo for the direct destabilization of Serbia’s state security.
The KLA was militarily defeated at the very beginning of 1999 by Serbia’s regular6.
police forces but it was revitalized by the NATO during the bombing campaign
from March to June 1999.
The NATO’s sorties in 1999 have as the main goal to force Belgrade to give7.
Kosovo province to the US’s and EU’s administration in order to transform it into
the biggest US’s and NATO’s military base in Europe.
The NATO’s “humanitarian” intervention in 1999 against the FRY violated almost8.
all principles of the “just war” and the international law – an intervention which
became one of the best examples in the post-Cold War history of unjust use of
coercive power for the political and geostrategic purposes and at the same time
a classic case of “coercive diplomacy” used by the Western Governments.
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Some 50.000 NATO’s troops displaced in Kosovo after June 10th, 1999 did not9.
fulfil  the  basic  tasks  of  their  mission:  1)  Demilitarization  of  the  KLA  as  this
paramilitary formation was never properly disarmed; 2) Protection of all Kosovo
inhabitants as only up to January 2001 there were at least 700 Kosovo citizens
murdered on the ethnic basis (most of them were the Serbs); 3) Stability and
security  of  the province as  most  of  the Serbs and other  non-Albanians fled the
province as a consequence of systematic ethnic cleansing policy committed by
the KLA – a criminal-terrorist organization being in power in Kosovo after June
1999.
The US’s reward for the KLA’s loyalty was to install the army’s members to the10.
key  governmental  posts  of  today  “independent”  Republic  of  Kosovo  which
became  the  first  European  state  administered  by  the  leaders  of  ex-terrorist
organization who started immediately after the war to execute a policy of ethnic
cleansing of all non-Albanian population and to Islamize the province.
The ultimate national-political goal of the KLA in power in Kosovo is to include11.
this province into a Greater Albania – a political project drafted by the First
Albanian Prizren League in 1878−1881 and for the first time realized during the
WWII.[20]
Probably, the main consequence of the NATO’s occupation of Kosovo after June12.
1999  up  today  is  a  systematic  destruction  of  the  Christian  (Serb)  cultural
inheritance and the Euro-Christian feature of the province that is followed by its
obvious  and comprehensive  Islamization  and,  therefore,  a  transformation  of
Kosovo into a new Islamic State.
What  concerns  the  case  of  the  Kosovo  crisis  in  1998−1999,  the  first  and13.
authentic  “humanitarian”  intervention  was  that  of  Serbia’s  security  forces
against the terrorist KLA in order to preserve the human lives of ethnic Serbs and
anti-KLA Albanians in the province.
The  Balkan  Stability  Pact  for  both  Bosnia-Herzegovina  and  Kosovo-Metochia14.
attempted to underemphasize traditional concept of sovereignty giving a full
practical possibility to the UN’s (in fact the West’s) administrative control over
these two ex-Yugoslav territories.[21]
The NATO’s “humanitarian” intervention in 1999 against the FRY clearly violated15.
the  recognized  international  standards  of  non-intervention,  based  on  the
principle of the “inviolability of borders” going beyond the idea of “just war”
according to which the self-defense is the crucial  reason, or at least formal
justification, for the use of force.
While the NATO declaratively fulfilled “the international responsibility to protect”16.
(the  ethnic  Albanians)  by  heavily  bombing  Serbia  (and  not  too  much
Montenegro) by bypassing the Security Council of UN it is clear that this 78-days
terror effort was counterproductive as “creating as much human suffer-refugees
as it relieved”.[22]
The  fundamental  question  in  regard  to  the  Kosovo  “humanitarian”17.
intervention(s) today is why the Western Governments are not taking another
“humanitarian” coercive military intervention after June 1999 in order to prevent
further ethnic cleansing and brutal violation of human rights against all non-
Albanian population in Kosovo but above all against the Serbs?
Finally, the NATO’s military intervention was seen by many social constructivists18.
as a phenomenon of “warlike democracies” as a demonstration how the ideas of
liberal democracy “undermine the logic of democratic peace theory”.[23]

*
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